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Company Background 

CRISIL (Credit Rating Information Services of India Ltd), incorporated in 1987 is a global analytical company providing ratings, research, and risk and policy advisory services. The 
company is India's leading ratings agency and also the foremost provider of high-end research to the world's largest banks and leading corporations. 

Investment Rationale 

Strengthening its leadership position in rating business, going ahead 

Over the decades, company has maintained a strong growth momentum by focusing on new client acquisition and maintaining traction in securitization market led by strong operat-
ing leverage benefits. The business saw a growth in corporate bond ratings with year-to-date issuances higher vs the corresponding period last year which lead to an increase in 
market share .Going ahead, company is expected to strengthen its leadership position by expanding geographically in new markets which will enable them to tap new opportunities.  

Leveraging the research vertical has enable to offset global research headwinds 

Since few quarters research vertical delivered subdued performance on yearly basis. However, good growth has seen in Indian markets across data and credit analytics and global 
benchmarking analytics for Corporate and Investment Banking industry. On the other hand, overall growth was impacted as risk & analytics continued to see a decline for US regu-
latory assignments such as CCAR and DFAST. Therefore, to offset such headwinds company continued to leverage its presence with buy side clients, offering data analytics and 
automation-based solutions. 

Valuation and Outlook 

CRISIL is the India’s largest credit rating agency with a strong global parentage (S&P owns 68% of the entity) and a diversif ied business model. Further, its premium brand value, 
revival in research vertical, increasing traction in advisory segment and improvement in the number of issuance for bank loan ratings would enable to drive growth. On valuation 
front, we believe its revenue and PAT has a potential to grow by 12% and 16% CAGR respectively for CY19-21E. Owing to the above factors, we assign a Buy rating on the stock 
with a Target price of INR 2,047 implying a P/E multiple of 32x on CY21E earnings. 
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Stock  

Recommendation 
Buy at CMP and 

add on dips  

CMP  1491 

Target price 2047 

Investment Horizon  12-15 months 

BSE code 500092 

NSE Symbol CRISIL 

Bloomberg CRISIL IN 

Reuters CRSL.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 9,314 

52WeekH/L(INR) 2070/1083 

O/s Shares (mn) 72.4 

Market Cap (INR bn) 101 

Face Value (INR) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 48,000 

6 months 49,000 

1 year 35,000 

Share Holding Pattern (%) 

Relative Price Chart 

Source: Company,  BP Equities Research 

CRISIL BUY 

Sector : Diversified Financials 

Key Financials 

YE December (INR. In mn) CY17 CY18 CY19 CY20E CY21E 

Revenue 16,585  17,485  17,317  19,776  21,873  
Growth (Y-oY) 7.2% 5.4% (1.0%) 14.2% 10.6% 

EBIDTA 4,551  4,615  4,459  5,003  5,577  
Growth (Y-oY) 2.5% 1.4% (3.4%) 12.2% 11.5% 

Net Profit 3,044  3,631  3,440  4,133  4,637  
Growth (Y-oY) 3.4% 19.3% (5.3%) 20.2% 12.2% 

Diluted EPS 42.0  50.1  47.5  57.0  64.0  
Growth (Y-oY) 3.4% 19.3% (5.3%) 20.2% 12.2% 

Key Ratios 

EBIDTA (%) 27.4% 26.4% 25.7% 25.3% 25.5% 

NPM (%) 18.4% 20.8% 19.9% 20.9% 21.2% 

RoE (%) 29.0% 32.0% 29.3% 30.5% 29.3% 

RoCE (%) 43.4% 40.6% 38.0% 37.0% 35.2% 

Valuation Ratios 

P/E (x) 33.8x 28.3x 29.9x 24.9x 22.2x 

EV/EBITDA 26.9x 26.4x 27.0x 24.4x 21.7x 

P/BV (x) 9.8x 9.1x 8.8x 7.6x 6.5x 

Market Cap. / Sales (x) 7.5x 7.1x 7.1x 6.3x 5.7x 
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Company Background 

Mahanagar Gas Ltd (MGL) is an established player with a firm presence in the Mumbai gas distribution business (where it enjoys a monopoly), it is mainly engaged in the distribu-
tion of compressed natural gas (CNG) and piped natural gas (PNG). It supplies CNG for vehicles, including rickshaws, taxis and cars across the districts of Mumbai and also offers 
PNG for various industrial, commercial, and residential/domestic segments. The company currently operates in three GAs—GA1 (which includes the Greater Mumbai region), GA2 
(which includes expansion areas such as Mira-Bhayander, Thane-Vashi-Belapur (TVB), Kharghar-Panvel-Taloja (KPT), Kalyan Dombivli-Ambernath and Ulhasnagar, and GA3 (the 
Raigad district). 

Investment Rationale 

Major beneficiary from Infrastructure exclusivity 

MGL holds infrastructure exclusivity in Mumbai, Thane and Raigad. MGL has established connectivity to supply gas to over 3,000 PNG consumers in Uran. In addition, gas supply 
to towns like Pen, Karjat and Ulve are already in the offing. 5 CNG stations are already operational in the Raigad district and the company plans to add a few more stations in com-
ing quarters. Even with the existing areas that MGL covers, the growth prospects look promising with the govt’s push to use the cleaner fuel and with the rising urbanization along 
with the company’s low-investment high yield strategy as stated by the company earlier. 

Favourable outlook on demand growth in CNG and PNG segments 

The overall scenario for City Gas Distribution (CGD) sector remains optimistic for existing cities, where operations are already in up move with domestic gas allocation in place for 
CNG and PNG segments, Therefore, growth in CNG segment would be supported by conversion of auto-rickshaws and taxis to CNG and its cost advantage over other alternative 
fuels, the PNG (domestic) segment will continue to benefit from the termination of LPG subsidy for high-income consumers. However, for the short term, both segments would con-
tinue to face slowdown due to the outbreak of COVID 19. Going ahead, these segments will enable  usher revenue growth for a long term. 

Valuation and Outlook 

We believe that MGL will be benefited from robust expansion plans and need for greener fuels. Despite the rise in the cost on account of increasing gas prices, higher volumes on a 
gradual basis will boost the financial performance of the company in the coming quarters. The increase in prices of alternate fuels such as petrol and diesel will also encourage 
higher conversion of vehicles to CNG thus benefiting the company. We expect the company to maintain its monopoly position and also be net beneficiary of the above scenario. On 
the valuation front, we have valued MGL at PE 13x to FY22E earnings and recommend a BUY rating with a target price of INR 1,228. 
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Stock  

Recommendation 
Buy at CMP and 

add on dips  

CMP 913 

Target price 1,228 

Investment Horizon  12-15 months  

BSE code      539957  

NSE Symbol MGL 

Bloomberg MAHGL IN  

Reuters MGAS.BO 

Key Data  

Nifty 9,314 

52WeekH/L(INR) 1246/666 

O/s Shares (mn) 98.8 

Market Cap (INR bn) 94 

Face Value (INR) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 9,77,000 

6 months 8,85,000 

1 year 7,17,000 

Share Holding Pattern (%) 

Relative Price Chart 

Mahanagar Gas Ltd  BUY 

Sector : Oil& Gas  

Source: Company,  BP Equities Research 

Key Financials 

YE March (INR. In mn) FY18 FY19 FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Revenue 22,330  27,911  29,641  31,598  34,820  
Growth (Y-oY) 9.8% 25.0% 6.2% 6.6% 10.2% 

EBIDTA 7,801  8,855  9,841  11,154  12,222  
Growth (Y-oY) 21.4% 13.5% 11.1% 13.3% 9.6% 

Net Profit 4,779  5,464  7,529  8,563  9,332  
Growth (Y-oY) 21.5% 14.3% 37.8% 13.7% 9.0% 

Diluted EPS 48.4  55.3  76.2  86.7  94.5  
Growth (Y-oY) 21.5% 14.3% 37.8% 13.7% 9.0% 

Key Ratios 

EBIDTA (%) 34.9% 31.7% 33.2% 35.3% 35.1% 

NPM (%) 21.4% 19.6% 25.4% 27.1% 26.8% 

RoE (%) 22.8% 22.8% 25.5% 23.7% 21.5% 

RoCE (%) 37.2% 36.9% 33.3% 30.9% 28.1% 

Valuation Ratios 

P/E (x) 18.9x 16.5x 12.0x 10.5x 9.7x 

EV/EBITDA 11.5x 9.9x 6.0x 5.4x 4.9x 

P/BV (x) 4.3x 3.8x 3.1x 2.5x 2.1x 

Market Cap. / Sales (x) 4.0x 3.2x 3.0x 2.9x 2.6x 
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Company Background 

Incorporated in 1996, Polycab India Ltd (PIL) is the largest manufacturer of cables and wires in India. It also has presence in FMEG segment, offering products like fans, LED light-
ings, switches, switch gears, solar equipment, luminaries etc. It operates under brand “POLYCAB”. It is a market leader in the wire and cable industry with 18% market share in the 
organized market and 12% of overall industry.  

Investment Rationale 

Market leadership position in the home wires and cables industry in India 

PIL is the undisputed market leader of India’s W&C industry, with an ~18% market share in the organized sector and a ~12% overall share. Its W&C business is more than twice 
the size of its leading competitor. PIL's market position is facilitated from its strong distribution network of over 3450 authorized dealers.  A robust distribution network, wide range of 
product offerings, efficient supply chain management and strong brand image are some of the key reasons for PIL’s success in the Indian W&C space. The company  has signifi-
cant market share in West and South India, which contributes around 70% to its revenue share. The company has also entered the electrical appliances segment (contributing 
around 7% to revenues at present), which it plans to grow significantly over the medium term. 

Improving presence in the fast moving electrical goods (FMEG) industry 

PIL is present in the switches, switchgear, lighting, fans and water heater segments. Together, these are classified under the head of FMEG (fast moving electrical goods).  PIL 
forayed into multiple FMEG product categories from FY15 and was therefore required to invest behind manufacturing capabilities, distribution network expansion and brand building 
exercises; this led to EBIT losses during FY15 and FY16. However, the business attained breakeven in merely three years (FY17) and turned profitable in FY18 with an EBITM of 
3% (as per company reporting), showcasing PIL’s strong focus on this space. We expect the overall FMEG industry to grow at a CAGR of 8% over FY2019-22E. Within this, we 
expect organized players to grow at a faster pace of 10%, with sales of unorganized players likely to flatten over the period. 

Valuation and Outlook 

The company is well-poised to grow at a strong pace over the medium term led by (1) attractive market opportunity and ability to strengthen leadership position in cables and wires 
industry and (2) potential market share gain in FMEG segments (small presence with only 1% market share currently) by leveraging its brand, increasing product offerings and en-
hancing distribution reach. We value the business at 15x our FY22E earnings estimates of INR 70.4 and arrive at the target price of INR 1056 per share, implying an upside of 42% 
from current levels. 
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Stock  

Recommendation Buy at CMP and 

CMP (INR) 743 

Target price (INR) 1056 

Investment Horizon 12-15 months 

BSE code 542652 

NSE Symbol POLYCAB  

Bloomberg POLYCAB IN  

Reuters  

Key Data  

Nifty 9,314 

52WeekH/L(INR) 1180/525 

O/s Shares (mn) 148.8 

Market Cap (INR bn) 111 

Face Value (INR) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 3,39,000 

6 months 3,30,000 

1 year 2,99,000 

Share Holding Pattern (%) 

Relative Price Chart 

Source: Company,  BP Equities Research 

Polycab india Ltd  BUY 

Sector : Cables & Wires  

Key Financials 

YE March (INR. In mn) FY18 FY19 FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Revenue 67,703  79,560  97,143  111,811  129,365  
Growth (Y-oY) 23.1% 17.5% 22.1% 15.1% 15.7% 

EBIDTA 7,289  9,232  11,074  13,417  16,429  
Growth (Y-oY) 51.9% 26.7% 20.0% 21.2% 22.4% 

Net Profit 3,585  5,026  6,897  8,498  10,479  
Growth (Y-oY) 53.8% 40.2% 37.2% 23.2% 23.3% 

Diluted EPS 24.1  33.8  46.3  57.1  70.4  
Growth (Y-oY) 53.8% 40.2% 37.2% 23.2% 23.3% 

Key Ratios 

EBIDTA (%) 10.8% 11.6% 11.4% 12.0% 12.7% 

NPM (%) 5.3% 6.3% 7.1% 7.6% 8.1% 

RoE (%) 15.3% 17.7% 19.8% 19.8% 19.8% 

RoCE (%) 28.8% 31.0% 30.6% 30.3% 30.2% 

Valuation Ratios 

P/E (x) 30.8x 22.0x 16.0x 13.0x 10.6x 

EV/EBITDA 15.4x 11.8x 7.30x 6.06x 4.95x 

P/BV (x) 4.7x 3.9x 3.2x 2.6x 2.1x 

Market Cap. / Sales (x) 1.6x 1.4x 1.1x 1.0x 0.9x 
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Company Background 

Atul Ltd has panned out to be one of the most integrated chemical companies catering to more than 27 industries with 6000+customers with 1350+products and formulations. Over 
the 70+ years since incorporation the company has built itself prominently as a global player in the speciality chemicals manufacturer in the country. The company has 13 subsidiar-
ies and 2 joint ventures through whom the customers and suppliers operate on a long term basis. 
Investment Rationale 

Well diversified product portfolio along with wide user industries and clientele 

Atul’s operations are classified into two broad segments viz. Performance and other Chemicals (POC) and Life Science Chemicals (LSC) catering to the requirement of diversified 
industries like textile, paints, fragrance & flavours, tyre, paper, aerospace, construction, agriculture, pharmaceutical, etc. Out of the two segments, contribution of POC in net sales 
stood at 66% during FY19 wherein polymers, aromatics and colours were the major contributors while that of LSC stood at 34% of the net sales wherein crop protection was the 
major contributor. Over the years, Atul has emerged as a prominent player in many of the products it manufactures, not only in India but also in the global market having a strong 
clientele including global chemical majors. It also enjoys fairly good market share in many of these product segments (including p-Cresol). Further, its well-diversified product-range 
helps Atul in mostly offsetting the adverse performance of few product lines in some years with better performance of remaining products in those years. 
Steady shift in product-mix from commodity to specialty chemicals leading to healthy profitability 

Through its strong R&D initiatives, JV with multinational companies and acquisitions, Atul has expanded its product portfolio significantly over last few years in the areas of aromat-
ics, crop protection, polymers and pharma intermediates which are speciality chemicals as compared to conventional dyestuff products; the same has led to better profitability which 
has also shown greater degree of resilience compared to the scenario of around a decade back. During FY19, LSC and POC segments witnessed growth in sales by 25% and 26% 
respectively with 42% growth in crop protection division under LSC segment and growth of 42%, 32% and 22% respectively in bulk chemicals, aromatics and polymers division un-
der POC segment as compared to the corresponding previous year. PBILDT margin of the company increased from 15.86% during FY18 to 19.62% during FY19 on a consolidated 
basis.  
Valuation and Outlook 

We believe management’s focus on expanding capacities of high margin segments, introducing new products and formulations, bui lding a strong sales and marketing organization 
in other countries like Africa and South America and expanding secondary sales is likely to help in improving its overall performance over the medium to long term. Moreover, the 
company is well positioned to reap the benefits of recovery in the domestic and global markets with its diversified product and customer profile. We value the stock at 20x our 
FY22E EPS estimates of INR 287 and arrive at the target price of INR 5,734 per share, implying an upside of 28% from current levels. 
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Stock  

Recommendation 
Buy at CMP and 

add on dips  

CMP (INR) 4500 

Target price (INR) 5734 

Investment Horizon 12-15 months 

BSE code 500027 

NSE Symbol ATUL 

Bloomberg ATLP IN  

Reuters ATLP.BO  

Key Data  

Nifty 9,314 

52WeekH/L(INR) 5447/3256 

O/s Shares (mn) 29.7 

Market Cap (INR bn) 132 

Face Value (INR) 10 

Average volume  

3 months 40,000 

6 months 24,000 

1 year 26,000 

Share Holding Pattern (%) 

Relative Price Chart 

Source: Company,  BP Equities Research 

Atul Ltd  BUY 

Sector : Chemicals 

Key Financials 

YE March (INR in mn) FY18 FY19 FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Revenue 32,958  40,378  41,872  48,823  57,855  
Growth (Y-oY) 16.3% 22.5% 3.7% 16.6% 18.5% 

EBIDTA 5,052  7,668  9,547  10,643  12,265  
Growth (Y-oY) (0.8%) 51.8% 24.5% 11.5% 15.2% 

Net Profit 2,765  4,322  5,527  6,884  8,505  
Growth (Y-oY) (14.4%) 56.3% 27.9% 24.6% 23.5% 

Diluted EPS 93  146  186  232  287  
Growth (Y-oY) (14.4%) 56.3% 27.9% 24.6% 23.5% 

Key Ratios 

EBIDTA (%) 15.3% 19.0% 22.8% 21.8% 21.2% 

NPM (%) 8.4% 10.7% 13.2% 14.1% 14.7% 

RoE (%) 12.3% 16.0% 17.2% 17.8% 18.2% 

RoCE (%) 22.0% 27.4% 28.8% 26.9% 25.8% 

Valuation Ratios 

P/E (x) 48.3x 30.9x 24.1x 19.4x 15.7x 

EV/EBITDA 26.4x 17.5x 14.0x 12.6x 10.9x 

P/BV (x) 5.9x 4.9x 4.2x 3.5x 2.9x 

Market Cap. / Sales (x) 4.0x 3.3x 3.2x 2.7x 2.3x 
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Company Background 

Voltas Ltd incorporated in 1954 is a part of Tata group specialized in air conditioning and cooling technology. The company operates in main business divisions namely Electronic 
mechanical projects and services (EMPS), Engineering products business group (EPBG) and Unitary cooling products business group (UCPBG). The EMPS business provides en-
gineering solutions for centralised air conditioning and refrigeration, MEP projects, HVAC applications and water management services in domestic and international markets. The 
EPBG business markets and trades products in mining and construction equipment and textile machinery segments, as well as provides after sales services. The UPBG business 
manufactures products namely air-conditioners, air coolers, water coolers and other commercial refrigeration products. Last year, Company entered into a Joint Venture with Arcelik 
to cater the demand for wider consumer durables and white goods market. 
Investment Rationale 

Voltas-Beko JV to do well in long run 

The Votlas-Beko (Voltbek) JV set up at an initial investment of $100mn envisages to leverage on Voltas’s brand presence and sales & distribution network. Arcelik will contribute in 
technology, R&D, global sourcing capabilities and wide product range. It was launched in H2FY19 with a new range of refrigerators, washing machines, microwaves & dishwashers 
Voltbek but reported a loss of ~Rs1bn in FY19. Currently, Voltbek has covered 50-55% of Voltas’s distribution network. Voltbek products are available through almost all large mod-
ern retail stores (Croma, Vijay Sales, Vivek, Great Eastern Retail) & in tier II/III towns through ~100 franchisee based EBO’s. The JV is banking on starting production (Dec 2019) of 
direct cool refrigerators and twin tub semi automatic washing machines to fully exploit the distribution reach of Voltas in next season. 
EMPS segment to witness increase in orders from government initiatives 

Through the government support, we are optimistic on resumption of government spending on rural electrification and urban infrastructure post pandemic crises. Company has been 
selective in taking new orders, while its current order book stands at INR 70bn (70% from domestic and 30% from overseas). The company expects huge opportunities in rural elec-
trification, metro projects, airport infrastructure and water management. On the international front, project business is going through a difficult phase therefore it intends to be selec-
tive for new orders with clear focus on Oman, Abu Dhabi and Dubai. 
Valuation and Outlook 

The  company is likely  to  witness  healthy  volume growth in  Q4FY20 led by  pre-buying  activities  by  dealers  in  anticipation  of  supply  related issues due to lockdown in China. 
We believe the complete lockdown would hit the entire supply chain of the UCP segment and also EMPS business is also likely to get hit by delay  in  project  execu-
tion  in  the  Middle  East  and  India . However, its lowest penetration of AC in India (among other white goods items) suggests the long-term growth story of Voltas will remain in-
tact. It has leadership position in the room AC segment while foraying into other consumer durables would also augur well going ahead. Taking all the above into consideration we 
estimate Revenue and PAT to grow at a CAGR of 14% and 19% over FY19 - FY22E respectively. We have valued the stock by assigning 23x PE multiple to FY22E EPS and rec-
ommend a BUY rating on this stock for a target of INR 659. 
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Stock  

Recommendation 
Buy at CMP and 

add on dips  

CMP (INR) 508 

Target price (INR) 659 

Investment Horizon 12-15 months 

BSE code 500575 

NSE Symbol VOLTAS 

Bloomberg VOLT IN 

Reuters VOLT.BO  

Key Data  

Nifty 9,314 

52WeekH/L(INR) 740/449 

O/s Shares (mn) 330.9 

Market Cap (INR bn) 165 

Face Value (INR) 1 

Average volume  

3 months 16,80,000 

6 months 14,73,000 

1 year 14,83,000 

Share Holding Pattern (%) 

Relative Price Chart 

Source: Company,  BP Equities Research 

Voltas Ltd  BUY 

Sector : Consumer Durables 

Key Financials 

YE March  (INR. In mn) FY18 FY19 FY20E FY21E FY22E 

Revenue 64,044  71,241  78,935  91,327  104,205  
Growth (Y-oY) 6.2% 11.2% 10.8% 15.7% 14.1% 

EBIDTA 6,517  6,005  7,341  8,859  10,525  
Growth (Y-oY) 15.0% (7.8%) 22.2% 20.7% 18.8% 

Net Profit 5,741  5,657  6,473  7,945  9,483  
Growth (Y-oY) 6.5% (1.5%) 14.4% 22.8% 19.3% 

Diluted EPS 17.4  17.1  19.6  24.0  28.7  
Growth (Y-oY) 6.5% (1.5%) 14.4% 22.8% 19.3% 

Key Ratios 

EBIDTA (%) 10.2% 8.4% 9.3% 9.7% 10.1% 

NPM (%) 9.0% 7.9% 8.2% 8.7% 9.1% 

RoE (%) 14.7% 13.8% 14.0% 15.0% 15.5% 

RoCE (%) 16.3% 14.3% 15.6% 16.5% 17.0% 

Valuation Ratios 

P/E (x) 29.3x 29.7x 26.0x 21.2x 17.7x 

EV/EBITDA 23.5x 25.1x 18.78x 15.63x 13.14x 

P/BV (x) 4.3x 4.1x 3.6x 3.2x 2.8x 

Market Cap. / Sales (x) 2.6x 2.4x 2.1x 1.8x 1.6x 
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any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  
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